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1 

Abstract 2 

 3 

A positive impact of adding directional information to observations from the CYclone 4 

Global Navigation Satellite System (CYNGSS) constellation of microsatellites is observed 5 

in simulation using a high-resolution nature run of an Atlantic hurricane for a 4-day 6 

period.  Directional information is added using a 2-dimensional variational analysis 7 

method (VAM) for near-surface vector winds that blends simulated CYGNSS wind 8 

speeds with an a priori background vector wind field at six-hour analysis times.  The 9 

resulting wind vectors at CYGNSS data locations are more geophysically self-consistent 10 

when using high-resolution, 6-hour forecast backgrounds from a Hurricane Weather 11 

Research and Forecast (HWRF) Control Observing System Simulation Experiment 12 

(OSSE) compared to low-resolution 6-hour forecasts from an associated Global Forecast 13 

System (GFS) model Control OSSE.  An important contributing factor is the large 14 

displacement error in the center of circulation in the GFS background wind fields that 15 

produces asymmetric circulations in the associated VAM analyses.  Results of a limited 16 

OSSE indicate that CYGNSS winds reduce forecast error in hurricane intensity in 0-48 17 

hour forecasts compared to using no CYGNSS data. Assimilation of VAM-CYGNSS vector 18 

winds reduces maximum wind speed error by 2-5 kts and reduces minimum central 19 

pressure error by 2-5 hPa.  The improvement in forecast intensity is notably larger and 20 

more consistent than the reduction in track error.  Assimilation of VAM-CYGNSS wind 21 

vectors constrains analyses of surface wind field structures during OSSE more 22 



 2 

effectively than wind speeds alone.  Due to incomplete sampling and the limitations of 23 

the data assimilation system used, CYGNSS scalar winds produce unwanted 24 

wind/pressure imbalances and asymmetries more often than the assimilation of VAM-25 

CYGNSS data.  26 



 3 

1. Introduction 27 

 28 

The NASA CYclone Global Navigation Satellite System (CYNGSS) mission provides new 29 

and improved observations of ocean surface winds in the tropics (Ruf et al., 2016). The 30 

CYGNSS constellation of eight microsatellites was launched on December 15, 2016 from 31 

Kennedy Space Center in Florida. This paper documents pre-launch research to test and 32 

assess the potential impact of CYGNSS observations on the analysis and forecasts of 33 

hurricanes. Also, this extends the study of McNoldy et al. (2017) by testing the impact 34 

of varying data assimilation cycling frequency and using a variational method to 35 

estimate wind direction. 36 

 37 

The measurement of ocean surface winds within a 100 km radius of the center of 38 

tropical cyclones has long been difficult.  In situ shipboard measurements are 39 

dangerous, threatening life and property.  In situ buoy measurements of wind speed 40 

within tropical cyclones are often affected by the highly disturbed sea state (e.g., large 41 

vertical movement from high swell, blowing sea foam, wind shadowing by high swell, 42 

etc.) and are not reliable observations of winds under such extreme conditions. When 43 

heavy rain from intense bands of convection is present, as is often the case near the 44 

centers of tropical cyclones, passive and active microwave remote sensing of ocean 45 

surface winds from space can be dominated by emissions or reflections from 46 

hydrometeors, and the microwave signature of the ocean surface (related to wind 47 

speed) is compromised (e.g., for C-band scatterometers) or lost altogether (e.g., for 48 
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most microwave radiometers). The stronger a tropical cyclone becomes and the more 49 

widespread intense convection, the more the integrity of all these ocean surface wind 50 

measurement techniques is substantially reduced.  51 

 52 

CYGNSS measures the pattern and intensity of Global Positioning System (GPS) signals 53 

scattered and reflected by the ocean surface centered at specular reflection points. The 54 

received signal is related to ocean surface roughness and is therefore a proxy for wind 55 

speed.  The dual-frequency GPS carrier signals at 1575.42 MHz and 1227.60 MHz are in 56 

a "window" region of the electromagnetic spectrum with respect to propagation through 57 

the earth’s atmosphere and are essentially unaffected by the presence of 58 

hydrometeors.  The GPS signals are refracted by the earth’s atmosphere, but are 59 

otherwise unaffected. This gives CYGNSS the opportunity to retrieve winds at the ocean 60 

surface, very near the center of tropical cyclones, with a temporal frequency and 61 

accuracy previously impossible in practice. 62 

 63 

CYGNSS ocean surface wind speed is retrieved along each track of specular reflecting 64 

points at an interval of approximately 5 s and 25 km. Note that up to four specular 65 

points may be tracked simultaneously by each of the eight CYGNSS spacecraft.  In this 66 

paper, we use a variational analysis method (VAM) that adds information to retrieved 67 

CYGNSS scalar wind speeds to estimate what we will term VAM-CYGNSS wind 68 

vectors.  Vector winds implicitly provide low-level convergence/divergence and vorticity 69 

information to atmospheric data assimilation (DA) systems that scalar winds alone 70 
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cannot provide.  Information about patterns of near-surface convergence and vorticity 71 

from VAM-CYGNSS wind vectors could prove vital in advanced DA systems that can 72 

propagate surface wind information vertically and to other variables in the lower 73 

troposphere.  Many tropical cyclones exhibit strongly non-linear strengthening and 74 

weakening during their lifetimes, and reliable forecasts of hurricane intensity remain a 75 

difficult scientific challenge (Gall et al., 2013).  Thus it is critically important to provide 76 

accurate and detailed analyses of hurricanes as the initial conditions for weather 77 

forecast models. 78 

 79 

The sections that follow progress roughly in the order required to conduct this 80 

study.  Section 2 describes how the simulated CYGNSS observations were 81 

created. Section 3 describes the VAM analysis technique and its application to the 82 

research questions being addressed.  Section 4 describes the sources for an essential 83 

input to the VAM: the background or a priori gridded vector winds.  Section 5 presents 84 

results from the VAM wind vector analyses, and Section 6 illustrates the impacts of 85 

different analysis approaches on hurricane analyses and forecasts in an observing 86 

system simulation experiment (OSSE). Note that the Weather Research and Forecast 87 

(WRF) model generates the high-resolution nature run used to simulate the CYGNSS 88 

observations and the Hurricane Weather Research and Forecast (HWRF) model is used 89 

in all DA and forecast experiments. These models have two different dynamical cores. 90 

 91 

2. Simulated CYGNSS Wind Speed Observations 92 
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 93 

CYGNSS wind speed observations were simulated using the End-to-End Simulator 94 

(E2ES), developed by NASA's CYGNSS Science Team (O’Brien, 2014). The E2ES is 95 

driven by input wind field information from high-resolution weather forecast models, 96 

corresponding sea surface information and the geometry of path taken by the reflected 97 

GPS signals from the ocean surface.  The E2ES produces either Delay-Doppler Maps 98 

(DDMs; Level 1 product) or retrieved winds (Level 2 product) using a "Fast Forward 99 

Model" option.  The E2ES can produce either Delay-Doppler Maps (DDMs; Level 1 data 100 

product) using the standard Forward Model, or retrieved winds (Level 2 data product) 101 

using a "Fast Forward Model" option.  To simulate DDMs every second along a specular 102 

point track, the standard Forward Model integrates 1000, consecutive, 1-ms power 103 

outputs of the reflected GPS signal, consistent with the CYGNSS on-board delay-Doppler 104 

Mapping Instrument (DDMI). To economize processing time, the Fast Forward Model 105 

option integrates only 100, 1-ms power outputs (i.e., every 10 ms) to estimate DDMs 106 

used to generate retrieved winds every second along a specular point track. For further 107 

details on coherent and non-coherent integration of reflected GPS signals, see Gleason 108 

et al. (2005).  In this study, the Hurricane Nature Run of Nolan et al. (2013; referred to 109 

as HNR1 hereafter) was used as the input wind field information to simulate CYGNSS 110 

retrieved winds.  Given modeled orbital ephemeris of both the CYGNSS and GPS 111 

constellations, the E2ES samples patches of the sea surface from the HNR1 inputs in 112 

the vicinity of specular reflection points as would be observed by the CYGNSS system to 113 

create DDMs.  HNR1 winds and sea surface characteristics closest in space and time fill 114 
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patches around each local specular reflection point to facilitate the forward model 115 

calculation of DDMs.  The simulated DDMs are then inputs to a wind speed retrieval 116 

algorithm (Clarizia and Zavorotny, 2015) to determine estimates of the local wind 117 

speed. While DDMs typically measure reflected GPS signals over a relatively large 118 

glistening zone, about 100-150 km in radius around the specular point, with generally 119 

low reflected power, the CYGNSS wind speed retrieval uses only the portion of each 120 

simulated DDM that is within 12-15 km of the specular point, the region with the 121 

highest reflected GPS signal power. Simulated CYGNSS data were generated for a 4-day 122 

period (0000 UTC 01-05 August 2005) of the HNR1 when the simulated hurricane forms 123 

in the western tropical North Atlantic and moves north-northwestward as it undergoes 124 

rapid intensification during the 24 h centered on 1200 UTC 03 August 2005.   125 

 126 

The HNR1 simulates a highly realistic hurricane using the WRF with three nested, 127 

hurricane-following grids of 9 km, 3 km and 1 km inside a fixed, outer 27-km grid 128 

domain.  HNR1 is driven by initial and lateral boundary conditions from the ECMWF 26-129 

km resolution1 T511 Joint OSSE Nature Run (JONR; Reale et al., 2007; Masutani et al., 130 

2009). To maintain a close correspondence between the TC track in both the JONR and 131 

the HNR1, Nolan et al. nudge (see Stauffer and Seaman, 1990) the HNR1 27 km 132 

domain grid points towards the JONR.  HNR1 fields are available every 30 minutes 133 

throughout the simulation, and the E2ES selects grids closest in time to the current 134 

                                                      
1 For consistency, the L1 resolution of Laprise (1992) is used throughout this paper, although 
ECMWF typically reports the L2 resolution which is 39 km for T511. 
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specular point.  The highest grid resolution available is used by the E2ES, depending on 135 

the location of each specular point within the HNR1 nested grids at that time.  Because 136 

the inner three WRF grids move with the hurricane during the simulation, specular 137 

points near or coincident with the eye wall of the hurricane fall within the 1 km 138 

grid.  Wind field and sea surface information at locations further from the center of the 139 

hurricane are supplied by HNR1 grids at lower resolutions, but these are naturally 140 

locations where fine resolution is not required.   141 

 142 

Observations created directly from the HNR1 wind fields are considered "perfect"; that 143 

is, they do not include observation error.  However, the CYGNSS Science Team also 144 

produced simulated wind speed observations using the "Fast Forward Model" option 145 

within the E2ES that includes realistic estimated wind speed errors. There are two 146 

sources of E2ES wind speed error: (a) uncertainties in the calibration of the DDMs and 147 

(b) uncertainties in the retrieved wind speed, assuming the DDMs are perfectly 148 

calibrated (O’Brien, pers. comm.).  The DDM calibration uncertainty model is a 149 

parametric fit of simulated DDM calibration/validation data to a generalized Gaussian 150 

distribution, while the wind speed retrieval error model is a random draw from a normal 151 

Gaussian distribution with zero mean and standard deviation of 1.2 m s-1.  These two 152 

terms are computed and added to each "perfect" wind speed observation to create 153 

simulated winds with realistic observation error characteristics. Since the simulated 154 

observations contain no gross error, no special quality control procedures were used. 155 

  156 
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Figure 1 shows the HNR1 wind field 10 meters above the ocean surface, valid at 1200 157 

UTC 03 August. The hurricane in Figure 1 is a well-developed category 2 hurricane with 158 

a maximum wind speed of 40.0 m s-1. It is still undergoing rapid intensification and 12 h 159 

later at 0000 UTC 04 August, peak winds briefly top 60 m s-1. Figure 1 also shows 160 

locations of the simulated CYGNSS winds speeds from the E2ES, sampled from HNR1, 161 

with realistic observation errors added for observations within a 6-hour window 162 

centered on 1200 UTC 03 August.  The maximum simulated CYGNSS wind speed is 42.8 163 

m s-1 (not shown). Because the winds are sampled from the nearest 30-minute outputs 164 

from HNR1, the nearest HNR1 time to the simulated CYGNSS observations of the 165 

hurricane center over the 6-hour observation window 0900 – 1500 UTC is the 1500 UTC 166 

time with an HNR1 maximum wind speed of 43.5 m s-1.  For this time period with 167 

excellent coverage of the hurricane circulation by the CYGNSS constellation, the 168 

simulated CYGNSS observations produced by the E2ES captures the maximum wind 169 

speed very well.  170 

 171 

3. Variational Analysis Method 172 

 173 

The central aim of this study is to create CYGNSS winds with added directional 174 

information and assess the quality and potential impacts of these derived VAM-CYGNSS 175 

vector winds.  Conversion of simulated scalar CYGNSS wind observations (cf. § 2) to 176 

vector winds requires some a priori or background estimate of the vector wind field to 177 

be combined with the wind speed retrieval at each CYGNSS specular point.  The choice 178 
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of vector wind backgrounds is described in § 4.  179 

 180 

Rather than using a nearest-neighbor or other approach to assign wind direction given 181 

the background wind field information, a VAM is used that combines simulated CYGNSS 182 

wind speed observations with vector background wind fields to find an optimal vector 183 

wind field solution. The optimal wind solution is then interpolated to the CYGNSS 184 

observation locations to derive wind vector observations. The VAM was developed by 185 

Hoffman (1982, 1984) to combine retrieved scatterometer winds with a background 186 

wind field.  Hoffman et al. (2003) applied this approach to choose a unique 187 

scatterometer vector wind from among a set of 2-4 of the most likely retrieved wind 188 

vectors.  The VAM has been used to generate long-period high-resolution global ocean 189 

surface wind vector data sets (Atlas et al., 2011). These data sets have been used by 190 

the scientific community for more than 20 years with the original version based solely 191 

on wind speeds from the Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I) series (Atlas et al., 192 

1996). 193 

 194 

The VAM finds an optimal gridded u- and v-wind field that is a smoothing spline that 195 

simultaneously minimizes (1) the misfit to the background wind field, Jb, and (2) the 196 

misfit to the wind speed observations, Jo. The effective background error correlation 197 

structure is revealed by single ship wind observation solutions to be a cyclonic-198 

anticyclonic dipole with a Gaussian hill amplitude centered on and aligned with the 199 

observation (Hoffman et al., 2003, Fig. 2). An iterative conjugate gradient solver is used 200 
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to find the minimum. The method is described in detail by Hoffman et al. (2003).2 The 201 

setup of the VAM used here is the same as used by Atlas et al. (2011). At the start of 202 

the iterative analysis process, Jb is identically zero (i.e., the background is the current 203 

solution), and Jo, which is proportional to the squared error between the observations 204 

and the background, is typically large.  During the minimization, Jb increases as the 205 

analysis is modified to be in better agreement with the observations, and Jo is typically 206 

reduced by about an order of magnitude.  After many iterations, a minimum of the sum 207 

of Jb and Jo terms satisfies a convergence criteria (i.e., small change compared to the 208 

previous iteration).  The final solution has been reached and the result is saved. 209 

 210 

The VAM was designed to be run at any horizontal resolution, given a regular latitude-211 

longitude grid.  For the sake of efficiency, VAM analyses can be generated using 212 

multiple resolutions for the same set of observations. For example, a coarse preliminary 213 

analysis on a 1° × 1° latitude-longitude grid can serve as a starting point for a 214 

subsequent moderate resolution analysis (0.5° × 0.5°). Then the moderate resolution 215 

analysis can serve as a starting point for a higher resolution analysis (0.25° × 216 

0.25°).  This progressive grid refinement approach economizes computer time, memory 217 

and the number of minimization iterations to arrive at the same optimal solution 218 

compared to a single analysis at high resolution (Hoffman et al., 2003).   219 

 220 

4. Background vector wind fields 221 

                                                      
2 The VAM computer code is available upon request from the corresponding author. 
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 222 

Two sources for 10-meter background surface vector winds were used for this study: 223 

(1) 6-hour forecasts from a Global Forecast System (GFS) global Control OSSE (Casey 224 

et al., 2016) that used the 2005 operational T382 3D-Hybrid DA system (approximately 225 

35-km resolution), and (2) 6-hour forecasts from an HWRF Control OSSE (McNoldy et 226 

al., 2017, ~ 9 km regional resolution). The GFS model is described by NWS (2014) and 227 

the GFS DA system by NOAA (2015). Because this study uses simulated observations, 228 

the VAM backgrounds come from related OSSE simulation experiments.  For both the 229 

GFS and HWRF OSSE Control experiments, conventional, aircraft and satellite 230 

observations used in NCEP operations as of 2012 and simulated from the JONR, are 231 

assimilated over the period of the HNR1.  232 

 233 

The horizontal resolution of the 6-hour forecasts from GFS global Control and the HWRF 234 

regional Control OSSEs resolve different scales of motion.  Also, the GFS global forecast 235 

model and the HWRF model used to generate these backgrounds are designed and 236 

configured quite differently from one another.  For example, due to the differences in 237 

scales and domains, the GFS and HWRF models employ different parameterizations of 238 

convection, boundary layer processes, surface fluxes and other physical processes. 239 

Therefore, the VAM results using these backgrounds can be viewed differently. VAM 240 

results using the GFS global Control OSSE forecast winds for the background (referred 241 

to as "VAM(G)" results hereafter) can be viewed as a baseline CYGNSS result, i.e., the 242 

result of using readily-available global forecast model fields. Whereas VAM results using 243 
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mesoscale HWRF Control OSSE forecast winds for the backgrounds (referred to as 244 

"VAM(H)" results hereafter) reflect results that are closer to what may be obtained 245 

operationally.  246 

 247 

5. Variational Analysis Results 248 

 249 

The VAM analysis domain for this study, shown in Figures 2 and 3, is a portion of the 250 

western tropical North Atlantic, 36 degrees longitude by 18 degrees latitude in extent 251 

and does not change over the 4-day period. Analyses are generated every 6 hours at 252 

synoptic times (0000, 0600, 1200 and 1800 UTC) for the period 1200 UTC August 1 - 253 

0000 UTC August 5.  At each analysis time, the VAM ingests all simulated CYGNSS wind 254 

speeds in a 6-hour window centered on the synoptic time and three background wind 255 

fields, valid at the analysis time and 6 hours before and after the analysis time.  Three 256 

time levels of the background winds are needed to use the First Guess at the 257 

Appropriate Time (FGAT) option in the VAM that produces time-interpolated background 258 

estimates at individual observation times (Atlas et al., 2011).  As described in § 3, each 259 

VAM analysis is the result of a multi-scale analysis procedure that telescopes from a 1-260 

degree to a 0.5-degree to a final 0.25-degree resolution latitude/longitude grid. Initially, 261 

the background (GFS or HWRF) 10-m wind components are interpolated linearly to the 262 

1-degree VAM grid. At each refinement, the background is interpolated linearly again to 263 

the 0.5- or 0.25-degree VAM grid as is the current VAM analysis. Finally the 0.25-degree 264 

VAM analysis is interpolated linearly to the CYGNSS locations to produce VAM wind 265 
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vectors. 266 

 267 

Owing to the sampling characteristics of CYGNSS during this 4-day period, there are no 268 

CYGNSS observations within the VAM analysis domain in the 6-hour observation 269 

windows around 0600 UTC each day.  Also, the simulated CYGNSS data +/- 3 hours of 270 

1800 UTC synoptic times do not sample the simulated hurricane or its environment but 271 

sample regions in the Altantic Ocean north of the hurricane.  The 0000 and 1200 UTC 272 

synoptic times contain the CYGNSS samples near and within the simulated hurricane 273 

during this 4-day period. 274 

 275 

VAM analyses valid at 1200 UTC August 3 are used next to illustrate the impacts of the 276 

background fields on the creation of vector winds from CYGNSS wind speed 277 

observations.  Figure 2a is similar to Figure 1, but shows the HNR1 27 km domain wind 278 

field and locations of simulated CYGNSS observations over the VAM analysis 279 

region.  The wind speed maximum for the 27 km domain is 33.0 m s-1. Figure 2b shows 280 

the CYGNSS wind speed observations over the region for the 6-hour observation 281 

window centered on 1200 UTC August 3. The area with no CYGNSS observations in the 282 

lower left corner of Figure 2b is due to the presence of land—Puerto Rico and the 283 

Lesser Antilles. 284 

 285 

VAM backgrounds, analyses and increments for the VAM(G) and VAM(H) results are 286 

shown in Figure 2 (c-h).  Notice that the GFS 6-hour forecast background (Fig. 2c; 287 
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maximum wind speed is 16.5 m s-1) has a much weaker circulation than the HWRF 6-288 

hour forecast background (Fig. 2d; maximum wind speed is 30.7 m s-1).  Also the 289 

location of the circulation center in the GFS background is displaced considerably to the 290 

south and west of the HNR1 position (Fig. 2a), whereas the HWRF background is much 291 

closer to the HNR1 position.  As background winds for these VAM analyses, HWRF 6-292 

hour forecasts present a much more realistic hurricane as a starting point. 293 

 294 

The VAM analyses in Figures 2 (e,f) show hurricane circulations that are markedly 295 

different in position and structure.  The wind maxima in the VAM(G) analysis and 296 

VAM(H) analysis are similar, 30.5 m s-1 and 33.1 m s-1, respectively. Both analyzed 297 

wind maxima are reduced from the maximum simulated CYGNSS wind speed of 42.8 m 298 

s-1. This reflects the smoothing properties of the VAM required to satisfy its background 299 

and dynamical constraints.  But the difference in the structure and location of the 300 

hurricane between the two analyses is striking.  Due to the significant position error in 301 

the GFS background, the resulting VAM(G) analysis wind field is highly asymmetric and 302 

is not a good representation of the wind field in the HNR1 at this time.  The VAM 303 

analysis increments in Figures 2 (g,h) show that very large wind speed increments are 304 

required in the VAM(G) analysis to fit the CYGNSS observations well, whereas the 305 

VAM(H) analysis, starting from a better quality background, only requires modest wind 306 

increments to achieve a good fit to the CYGNSS observations.   307 

 308 

A closer look at the VAM analysis wind fields compared to the nature run wind field is 309 
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presented in Figure 3.  The displacement of the VAM(G) analysis compared to the 310 

nature run position is clear, and the effects of this displacement on the resulting VAM-311 

CYGNSS winds is also clear by comparing the wind barbs in Figures 3a and 3b. An 312 

atmospheric DA system would clearly respond very differently to VAM-CYGNSS wind 313 

vector observations derived from the VAM(G) and VAM(H) analyses. 314 

 315 

Over the 4-day period of the nature run, VAM analyses were generated when CYGNSS 316 

data were available within the analysis region.  Figure 4a presents a time series of the 317 

observation terms, Jo initial and final, from each VAM analysis for both VAM(G) and 318 

VAM(H) results.  Jo is the sum over all CYGNSS observations of the squared difference 319 

between each observation and the background or current analysis value. In Figure 4a, 320 

these have been normalized by the number of simulated CYGNSS observations in each 321 

cycle, so the bars in the figure are an average of squared departures.  Notice that the 322 

average Jo term is largest at 1200 UTC analysis times, when the simulated CYGNSS 323 

sampling of the hurricane is the most complete.  The higher simulated CYGNSS wind 324 

speed observations within and in the immediate vicinity of the hurricane in the 6-hour 325 

window around 1200 UTC contribute to large initial Jo values. Notice that the analysis 326 

departures from observations, final Jo (white dots on grey field fill and white diagonal 327 

lines on grey field fill, respectively, for VAM(G) and VAM(H)), are much reduced 328 

compared to the initial Jo values, because the vector wind analyses are in much better 329 

agreement with the observations than the backgrounds. In the OSSE context, it is 330 

possible to calculate the vector RMS differences for background minus the truth (B-T) 331 
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and the analysis minus the truth (A-T), and these are also shown in Figure 4b. RMS 332 

vector difference is computed for 10,553 grid points from the HNR1 27-km resolution 333 

domain ("truth") that fall within the region of the VAM analysis region at each of the 12 334 

analysis times. During the tropical cyclone genesis period (i.e., before 0000 UTC August 335 

3), the RMS vector differences of the VAM(H) backgrounds and analyses compared to 336 

truth are larger than the RMS vector differences of the VAM(G) backgrounds and 337 

analyses compared to truth by about 0.5 m s-1. This is because the tropical storm is 338 

more developed in the HWRF backgrounds than the comparatively weak circulations in 339 

the GFS backgrounds, and both are displaced to the southwest of the HNR1 location. 340 

Therefore, position errors in the more developed HWRF backgrounds are penalized 341 

more than the weaker storm circulations in the GFS backgrounds. During rapid 342 

intensification (RI) however, 1200 UTC August 3 to 0000 UTC August 5, the position of 343 

the storm in the HWRF backgrounds is corrected while the GFS position remains too far 344 

west and south. GFS background vector wind differences, B-T VAM(G), during this 345 

period are about 0.63 m s-1 larger than B-T VAM(H) differences due to the displaced 346 

position of the storm in the GFS backgrounds. Also, the GFS storm position errors are 347 

large enough that B-T VAM(G) vector wind differences actually increase in VAM(G) 348 

analyses by about 0.35 m s-1, whereas VAM(H) analyses reduce the vector wind 349 

difference by about 0.56 m s-1. This illustrates the importance of storm position errors 350 

in background wind fields used for vector wind analysis. 351 

 352 

The average initial and final observation departures, Jo, are measures of the quality of 353 
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the VAM backgrounds and analyses, respectively. In Table 1 the initial or final 354 

observation departure terms, Jo, are combined in weighted sums over all analysis 355 

cycles. These provide an overall assessment of the quality of the backgrounds and 356 

analyses.  Notice that the mean departure of the GFS backgrounds (o-b) is 0.59 m s-1 357 

larger than the HWRF backgrounds, indicating the higher quality of the HWRF 358 

backgrounds.  Also, notice that the fit of the CYGNSS observations to the VAM analyses 359 

are comparable with an RMS differences of 0.62 and 0.70 m s-1, respectively, for 360 

analyses from GFS and HWRF backgrounds.  This represents the misfit of observations 361 

to the analysis and is one measure of observation error. 362 

 363 

As for the derived VAM-CYGNSS winds, it is useful to compare these to the original 364 

simulated CYGNSS wind speeds, since the derived vector observations will take the 365 

place of the original scalar observations. Over the 4-day period of this study (N = 366 

129,122), the mean VAM(G) wind speed is 0.070 m s-1 smaller than the mean simulated 367 

CYGNSS wind speed, and the mean VAM(H) wind speed is about 0.038 m s-1 368 

smaller.  These small differences show that the VAM-CYGNSS wind speeds are not 369 

biased compared to the simulated CYGNSS wind speeds. Figure 5 presents a 370 

comparison of the distributions of VAM(G) minus CYGNSS and VAM(H) minus CYGNSS 371 

wind speed differences.  Because the VAM acts as a spatial smoothing filter, the 372 

CYGNSS wind speeds are not recovered exactly.  Also notice that the distribution of 373 

VAM(G) differences is skewed more negatively compared to the distribution of VAM(H) 374 

differences. This is another indication of the improved quality of the HWRF backgrounds 375 
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compared to the GFS backgrounds.  Finally, notice that the VAM(H) differences have 376 

two large negative outliers (< -15 m s-1).  Because the VAM(H) winds are based on a 377 

higher-quality background, there are locations where high wind speed, simulated 378 

CYGNSS winds sampled near or in the eyewall of the HNR1 hurricane happen to fall 379 

inside the eye of the hurricane in the HWRF background, resulting in large negative 380 

VAM-CYGNSS wind speed departures. This is a side effect of combining CYGNSS 381 

observations in or near the eyewall with a high-fidelity source of information (i.e., 382 

HWRF background).  Even small displacements between the center of circulation at an 383 

observation time and center of circulation in a short-term forecast (e.g., HWRF or GFS 384 

6-hr forecasts in this study) can occasionally result in very large wind speed differences 385 

as seen in Figure 5.  This is an issue that all data assimilation systems face when using 386 

high-resolution, high-fidelity observations in or near the eyewall of tropical cyclones. 387 

Such mismatches are generally identified by various quality control checks that prevent 388 

such observations from upsetting or unbalancing the circulation in the analysis, if there 389 

is not a physically consistent approach to using them. 390 

 391 

6. OSSE Evaluation 392 

 393 

Regional OSSE experiments using a version of the HWRF were conducted that 394 

assimilate CYGNSS wind speeds ("CYG SPD") and VAM(H) wind vectors ("VAM 395 

VEC").  The baseline or "Control" experiment for these CYGNSS OSSE experiments 396 

assimilates observations simulated from the JONR that are typically assimilated in NCEP 397 
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operations (i.e., surface, including scatterometer, upper air, satellite, and atmospheric 398 

motion vector observations). The lateral boundary and initial conditions for the CYGNSS 399 

OSSE experiments come from the same GFS global Control OSSE experiment referenced 400 

in § 4. Therefore in this OSSE, the global JONR and the regional HNR1 are self-401 

consistent global and regional views of the same "truth" that also drive the regional 402 

OSSE experiments. Note that CYGNSS winds are simulated from HNR1, but other 403 

observations are simulated from JONR. This is acceptable even though the TC in HNR1 404 

is much more intense than in JONR because in this case there are essentially no Control 405 

observations in the area close to the TC. A regional OSSE experiment with VAM(G) 406 

vector winds was also conducted.  But due to the position error in the GFS global 407 

Control OSSE 6-hour forecast fields (i.e., VAM backgrounds), assimilation of these 408 

vector winds produces results worse than Control and are not shown here.  McNoldy et 409 

al. (2017) showed results for CYGNSS wind speeds with realistic errors as well as for 410 

"perfect" wind vectors sampled at the same specular points.  Additional CYGNSS OSSE 411 

experiments conducted by the authors will be presented in a future separate journal 412 

article. The intent here is to show a limited set of the results that relate to impact of the 413 

assimilation of scalar versus vector winds.  The OSSE system will be described briefly 414 

here. 415 

 416 

The OSSE system for these CYGNSS experiments uses a version of the HWRF (based on 417 

2014 operations) that has an outer domain with 9-km grid spacing and a storm-418 

following inner nest with 3-km grid spacing. GSI is the data assimilation component of 419 
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the system, and this HWRF implementation uses no vortex relocation. Note that this is 420 

not a hybrid system and thus the background error covariances are static. The system 421 

is cycled every three hours throughout the 4-day period of the simulated CYGNSS 422 

observations. 423 

 424 

Figure 6 shows the average errors for hurricane track (c) and two measures of 425 

intensity, maximum wind speed (d) and minimum sea-level pressure (MSLP; a-b), as a 426 

function of forecast hour, every 6 hours, to 96 hours.  The error at each 6-hour forecast 427 

interval is an average of 12 forecasts.  Panels (a) and (b) show that the MSLP errors are 428 

reduced with respect to Control (black) for both CYG SPD and VAM VEC results, 429 

respectively.  The 80% confidence interval is plotted around each line to indicate the 430 

significance of the differences.  Notice that the VAM VEC MSLP errors are significantly 431 

reduced during the forecast hours 24-42, whereas the improvement in the CYG SPD 432 

experiment is not as large.  Panels (c) and (d) show that track and maximum wind 433 

speed errors are not reduced as significantly as MSLP through the assimilation of 434 

CYGNSS wind information. The improvement of intensity (i.e., maximum wind and 435 

minimum central pressure) is larger and more consistent over all forecast times than 436 

the reduction of track error, with VAM VEC giving superior results out to 36 h for 437 

intensity. 438 

 439 

As a way of investigating the physical effects on hurricane structure due to the cycling 440 

assimilation of CYGNSS scalar winds versus vector winds, Figure 7 shows the HNR1, 441 
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background, analysis and GSI increments of 10-meter winds valid 1500 August 3 from 442 

the CYG SPD and VAM VEC experiments.  443 

 444 

Because the starting point for the CYGNSS OSSE experiments is the GFS global Control 445 

OSSE fields, the significant displacement error noted in the VAM background fields (Fig. 446 

3a) affects these OSSE experiments too.  Therefore, in all experiments (Control, CYG 447 

SPD and VAM VEC) it takes 48 h of cycling DA to relocate the center of circulation closer 448 

to the HNR1 position (not shown).  As noted earlier, the GFS position error is to the 449 

south and significantly west of the nature run position.  This is an indication that the 450 

storm moves westward too quickly and not far enough to the north in the GFS global 451 

Control OSSE.   452 

 453 

By 1500 UTC 3 August, the 3-hour forecast background wind fields (Figs. 7c,d) benefit 454 

directly from the CYGNSS observations depicted in Figures 1-3 valid at 1200 UTC and 455 

have relocated the circulation centers northward, correcting the initial southern 456 

displacement error.  But circulation centers in both the CYG SPD and VAM VEC 457 

experiments are still too far to the west (position errors are 34 km and 27 km, 458 

respectively).  The GSI analyses using all simulated conventional data and CYGNSS 459 

winds are shown in Figures 7e,f. While the overall wind field size and structure in the 460 

backgrounds are similar, the GSI analyses using scalar and derived vector CYGNSS 461 

winds are quite different.  Wind speed dipoles in the GSI analysis increments (Figs. 462 

7g,h) show that the center is relocated in both analyses but in different directions.  The 463 
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CYG SPD center of circulation is moved toward the southwest, further from the HNR1 464 

position (position error is 39 km), while the center of circulation in the VAM VEC 465 

analysis is moved to the east, closer to the HNR1 position (position error is 22 km). 466 

Also, the structure of the wind field in the VAM VEC analysis is much closer to the HNR1 467 

wind field than the CYG SPD analysis, because the scalar CYGNSS winds in this case 468 

produce large, unrealistic asymmetries in the analyzed wind field.  In the figures, 469 

considering the wave-one wind speed maximum, note that Figure 7c is closest to Figure 470 

7a, and that Figure 7f is second best. Thus, in this case the analysis of CYG SPD 471 

concentrates the wind speed maximum too much to the northern quadrant only, 472 

whereas the analysis of VAM VEC repositions the wind speed maximum properly, but it 473 

is still too weak. The introduction of unrealistic asymmetries by CYG SPD may require a 474 

recovery time for the storm to rebalance during the following forecast and DA cycles, 475 

similar to spin-up/spin-down issues noted immediately after assimilation in many 476 

hurricane DA systems. In contrast in the VAM VEC experiment, the analyses have a 477 

more symmetric overall TC structure, which may be partially responsible for the more 478 

realistic intensification, especially during the first 48 hours of the forecasts (cf. Fig. 6).  479 

 480 

7. Summary and Conclusions 481 

Given the December 2016 launch of the CYGNSS observing system, new observations 482 

of ocean surface winds will be available later in 2017.  For the first time, regular 483 

monitoring of wind speed within tropical cyclones (TCs) worldwide will be 484 

available.  The value of these observations for TC analysis may be increased if 485 
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directional information is added.  In this pre-launch study, simulated CYGNSS winds 486 

with added vector information were generated to assess the feasibility of such a 487 

process and the potential value of assimilating such observations.  The prior study of 488 

McNoldy et al. (2017) examines bounding OSSE experiments using perfect CYGNSS 489 

vector observations, whereas this paper uses CYGNSS wind vectors derived from a 490 

variational analysis with realistic observation errors. This paper provides the 491 

background, method and examples of deriving VAM-CYGNSS vector winds from the 492 

variational analysis of CYGNSS wind speeds with an appropriate prior or background 493 

wind field.  494 

Observations from the CYGNSS constellation of microsatellites were simulated using a 495 

high-resolution nature run (HNR1; Nolan et al., 2013) of an Atlantic hurricane for a 4-496 

day period.  Then, a 2-dimensional VAM for near-surface vector winds is applied every 6 497 

hours through the 4-day period to blend simulated CYGNSS wind speeds with an a 498 

priori background vector wind field at each analysis time to determine a set of 499 

geophysically self-consistent wind vectors at CYGNSS data locations.  Two sources of 500 

background vector wind fields are used: low-resolution 6-hour forecasts from a GFS 501 

model Control OSSE and high-resolution 6-hour forecasts from a related HWRF Control 502 

OSSE.  The resulting VAM analyses and CYGNSS winds with added vector information 503 

(VAM(H)) are compared and contrasted with the same but derived using GFS Control 504 

OSSE background wind fields (VAM(G)). The VAM(G) results were completed first as an 505 

early demonstration of VAM-CYGNSS wind vector data, while the VAM(H) results were 506 

produced later as a more refined approach.  Practically, VAM(H) results are an "off-line" 507 
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test of generating VAM-CYGNSS winds.  A future goal of this research is to test the "in-508 

line" generation and assimilation of VAM-CYGNSS winds during the CYGNSS mission 509 

within an HWRF near-operational DA system for impact evaluation. Finally, a limited 510 

OSSE highlights the impacts of assimilating VAM-CYGNSS vector winds in comparison to 511 

CYGNSS scalar winds. 512 

The results of the VAM analyses show that the VAM-CYGNSS vector winds are sensitive 513 

to the choice of background.  Given the large displacement error in the center of 514 

circulation in the GFS background wind fields, the VAM analysis wind speeds and 515 

directions using GFS backgrounds are significantly flawed, especially early in the 4-day 516 

period.  The wind features in the GFS backgrounds are often misplaced with respect to 517 

the wind speed maxima in the simulated CYGNSS winds.  This produces asymmetric 518 

circulations in the VAM analyses using GFS backgrounds that are reflected in the 519 

derived VAM-CYGNSS wind vectors.  The VAM analyses using the HWRF background 520 

vector wind fields consistently produce VAM-CYGNSS wind vectors that match the HNR1 521 

more closely.  In this OSSE study, the location of the tropical cyclone circulation center 522 

was improved modestly by the use of VAM_CYGNSS vector winds, compared to using 523 

simulated CYGNSS wind speed. Also, the intensity of the hurricane in the HWRF 6-hour 524 

forecast fields is much closer to the HNR1 than the GFS backgrounds owing to the 525 

differing horizontal resolution and physical parameterizations between the GFS and 526 

HWRF models.  The smoothing nature of the VAM reduces some of the very highest 527 

simulated CYGNSS wind speeds (i.e., > 35 m s-1), resulting in a small negative bias.  528 
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But the overall distribution of the simulated CYGNSS wind speeds is generally reflected 529 

in the VAM-CYGNSS winds with added directional information. 530 

OSSE results indicate that CYGNSS winds, whether scalar or with added directional 531 

information, reduce the forecast error in hurricane intensity in 0-48 hour forecasts 532 

compared to using no CYGNSS data (Control).  The improvement in forecast intensity is 533 

notably larger and more consistent with forecast hour than the reduction in track 534 

error.  Assimilation of VAM-CYGNSS vector winds reduces maximum wind speed error 535 

by 2-5 kts (given a dynamic range of ~5-25 kts over 0-120 hour forecasts) and reduces 536 

minimum central pressure error by 2-5 hPa (given a dynamic range of ~10-35 hPa over 537 

0-120 hour forecasts). From an examination of the analyzed surface wind field 538 

structures during the 4-day period of cycling data assimilation every three hours, 539 

CYGNSS scalar winds produce unwanted asymmetries due to incomplete sampling and 540 

the limitations of the GSI DA system more often than the assimilation of VAM-CYGNSS 541 

data.  Assimilation of VAM-CYGNSS vector winds seems to constrain the analysis of the 542 

surface wind field more effectively than wind speeds alone, leaving fewer opportunities 543 

for the introduction of wind/pressure imbalances and asymmetries in the analysis. 544 

The results of this study have limited applicability for a number of reasons. A single 545 

case study of one hurricane is examined which naturally biases the impacts seen toward 546 

this type of hurricane. Also, the static background error covariances used in this study 547 

would be improved with ensemble or hybrid DA. Finally, this study is based on 548 

simulated data for both observations and the nature run which may differ from the real 549 
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atmosphere and real CYGNSS observations in ways that have not been simulated. In 550 

reality, while satellite imagery is sufficient to indicate the general features of the wind 551 

direction field near a TC center, caution must be applied when using the VAM wind 552 

vectors in cases where no other observations are available for validation. Nevertheless, 553 

the indications are clear that CYGNSS data help DA systems produce better analysis of 554 

hurricane wind fields and 1-2 day intensity forecasts, particularly when assimilating 555 

VAM-CYGNSS vector winds. CYGNSS brings new eyes to monitor a difficult to observe 556 

and dangerous phenomena in the global tropical oceans.  During the current (2017) 557 

hurricane season, dropwindsondes released during underflights of CYGNSS will allow 558 

calibration of CYGNSS algorithms and validation of VAM results. Observing System 559 

Experiments (OSEs) with real CYGNSS data and HWRF during the 2017 hurricane 560 

season will shed more light on the impact of this new and innovative observing system 561 

on a wider variety of cases. 562 
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Table & Figure Captions: 641 

 642 

Table 1. Prior and posterior VAM innovation statistics for GFS and HWRF backgrounds. 643 

 644 

Figure 1. Nature run (HNR1) 10-meter wind speed from the 9-km domain, valid at 1200 645 

UTC 3 August 2005.  Wind stream lines are overlaid (gray), as are locations of 646 

simulated CYGNSS wind speed observations (open white circles).  Every 5th simulated 647 

https://doi.org/10.1175/1520-0493(1990)118%3C1250:UOFDDA%3E2.0.CO;2
https://doi.org/10.1175/1520-0493(1990)118%3C1250:UOFDDA%3E2.0.CO;2
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CYGNSS observation location is plotted for clarity. Simulated CYGNSS wind speed 648 

observations are valid in a 6-hour window, +/- 3 hours around 1200 UTC. 649 

 650 

Figure 2. Nature run (HNR1) winds and VAM analysis results, valid at 1200 UTC 3 651 

August 2005 on the VAM 0.25-degree grid, (a,b) HNR1 10-meter winds and simulated 652 

CYGNSS winds in the +/- 3-hour window around 1200 UTC, (c, d) GFS and HWRF 6-653 

hour forecast backgrounds, (e,f) VAM(G) and VAM(H) analyses, and (g,h) VAM analysis 654 

increments for VAM(G) and VAM(H) analyses. CYGNSS data locations  plotted with small 655 

gray open circles in panels (g,h). 656 

Figure 3. 10-meter wind speed and streamlines from (a) VAM(G) analysis and (b) the 657 

VAM(H) analysis, valid at 1200 UTC August 3 on the VAM 0.25-degree grid. Derived 658 

VAM-CYGNSS observations are overplotted as wind barbs (m s-1; every 5th as in 659 

previous plots).  The location of the center of circulation from the Nature Run (HNR1) is 660 

plotted as a bold X in both panels for reference. 661 

Figure 4. Time series of (a) the mean squared observation minus background (o-b) and 662 

observation minus analysis (o-a) for VAM(G) and VAM(H) analyses, and (b) the RMS 663 

vector difference of gridded VAM background minus HNR1 "truth" winds (B-T) and VAM 664 

analysis winds minus the HNR1 winds (A-T). In (a), the observations are the CYGNSS 665 

wind speeds and in (b) the rmsd is over the 10,553 points from the HNR1 27-km 666 

resolution grid contained in the VAM domain. Values are normalized by the number of 667 
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observations in each analysis (plotted above each group of bars). 668 

 669 

Figure 5. Histograms of wind speed differences between derived VAM(G) and VAM(H) 670 

vector winds from simulated CYGNSS scalar wind speed for the 4-day experiment 671 

period. 672 

 673 

Figure 6. Average forecast difference with respect to the nature run of (a,b) central 674 

pressure (hPa) for Control (black), CYG SPD (orange) and VAM VEC (blue) OSSE 675 

experiments, as a function of forecast time (hours). The 80% confidence interval is 676 

plotted around each curve. (c) Hurricane track difference (km) and (d) maximum wind 677 

difference (m s-1) with +/- the standard deviation plotted around each curve. Color 678 

convention is the same as in panels (a) and (b).  Note: N=12, 5-day forecasts. 679 

 680 

Figure 7. Nature run (HNR1) winds and regional OSSE data assimilation results, valid at 681 

1500 UTC 3 August 2005. (a) HNR1 10-meter wind winds and (b) simulated CYGNSS 682 

winds in the +/-1.5-hour window around 1500 UTC, (c,d) HWRF 3-hour forecast 683 

backgrounds, (e,f) GSI analyses, and (g,h) GSI analysis increments for CYG SPD (left 684 

column) and VAM VEC experiments (right column). Every 5th CYGNSS data location is 685 

plotted with small gray circles in panels (g,h).  686 
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Tables and Figures 

 

  

Overall statistics (m s-1) GFS backgrounds HWRF backgrounds 

RMS o-b 2.57 1.98 

RMS o-a 0.70 0.62 

Table 1. Prior and posterior VAM innovation statistics for GFS and HWRF backgrounds. 
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Figure 1. Nature Run (HNR1) 10-meter wind speed from the 9-km domain, valid at 
1200 UTC 3 August 2005.  Wind stream lines are overlaid (gray), as are locations of 
simulated CYGNSS wind speed observations (open white circles).  Every 5th simulated 
CYGNSS observation location is plotted for clarity. Simulated CYGNSS wind speed 
observations are valid in a 6-hour window, +/- 3 hours around 1200 UTC. 
 

increments for VAM(G) and VAM(H) analyses. Every 5th CYGNSS data location is 
plotted with small gray open circles in all panels. 
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Figure 2. Nature Run (HNR1) winds and VAM analysis results, valid at 1200 UTC 3 
August 2005 on the VAM 0.25-degree grid. (a,b) HNR1 10-meter wind winds and 
simulated CYGNSS winds in the +/-3-hour window around 1200 UTC, (c,d) GFS and 
HWRF 6-hour forecast backgrounds, (e,f) VAM(G) and VAM(H) analyses, and (g,h) 
VAM analysis increments for VAM(G) and VAM(H) analyses. CYGNSS data locations  
plotted with small gray open circles in panels (g,h). 
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Figure 3. 10-meter wind speed and streamlines from (a) VAM(G) analysis and (b) the 
VAM(H) analysis, valid at 12:00 UTC August 3 on the VAM 0.25-degree grid. Derived 
VAM-CYGNSS observations are overplotted as wind barbs (m s-1; every 5th as in 
previous plots).  The location of the center of circulation from the Nature Run 
(HNR1) is plotted as a bold X in both panels for reference. 
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Figure 4. Time series of (a) the mean squared observation minus background (o-b) 
and observation minus analysis (o-a) for VAM(G) and VAM(H) analyses, and (b) the 
RMS vector difference of gridded VAM background minus HNR1 "truth" winds (B-T) 
and VAM analysis winds minus the HNR1 winds (A-T). In (a), the observations are 
the CYGNSS wind speeds. Values are normalized by the number of observations in 

each analysis (plotted above each group of bars). 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 5. Histograms of wind speed differences between derived VAM(G) and VAM(H) 
vector winds from simulated CYGNSS scalar wind speed for the 4-day experiment 

period. 
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Figure 6. Average forecast difference with respect to the Nature Run of (a,b) central 
pressure (hPa) for Control (black), CYG SPD (orange) and VAM VEC (blue) OSSE 
experiments, as a function of forecast time (hours). The 80% confidence interval is 
plotted around each curve. (c) Hurricane track difference (km) and (d) maximum wind 
difference (kts) with +/- the standard deviation plotted around each curve. Color 
convention is the same as in panels (a) and (b).  Note: N=12, 5-day forecasts. 
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Figure 7. Nature Run (HNR1) winds and regional OSSE data assimilation results, valid 
at 1500 UTC 3 August 2005. (a) HNR1 10-meter wind winds and (b) simulated 
CYGNSS winds in the +/-1.5-hour window around 1500 UTC, (c,d) HWRF 3-hour 
forecast backgrounds, (e,f) GSI analyses, and (g,h) GSI analysis increments for CYG 
SPD (left column) and VAM VEC experiments (right column). Every 5th CYGNSS data 
location is plotted with small gray circles in panels (g,h). 




